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Abstract

With regard to human beings, integrity deals with quality of one’s relation to one’s actions. But the quality of the relation tends to be interpreted in two different ways. First, it is seen as a quality represented by moral quality of the actions. Second, it is regarded as a quality measured in terms of how the actions fit into one’s sense of the self. I argue that any reductive account that goes either way is defective. A full account of integrity accommodating those two ways conjointly is possible under Aristotelian ethics. In such an account, integrity is a virtue that disposes possessors to take right actions that would promote realization of the ideal state of communities of which they are members. A manager who possesses integrity would take right actions that would contribute to the realization of the ideal corporation, the ideal market, and the ideal larger whole community. The right actions are not only good, but also express wholeness of the self because Aristotelian self is an expanded self that includes, in a sense, ideal communities. I will show that this account of integrity is able to explain many different features, each of which is usually used as criterion in the ascription of integrity, such as honesty, steadfastness to commitment, and reflective character. Finally, I will show how to account for such an institutional integrity as management integrity. The account is expected to be useful for managers in managing moral complexities in the Asia Pacific Region.
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1. Introduction

Etymologically, the word “integrity”, “integration”, and “integral” have the same root viz. “integer”, which means whole or entire (Skeat, 1946). Thus, a thing of integrity is a whole thing, an undivided thing, in which the sense of wholeness is indispensable. Although something possessing integrity may consist of several parts, a thing of integrity is more than the aggregation of those parts; integrity is rather a product of interrelationship between those parts. Yet, in contrast with the term “unity”, integrity does not eliminate the identity of elements. A certain degree of individuality of each element is still recognized, but its function is inseparable from the whole. It is this sense of wholeness that the term “integrity” originally connotes.
Integrity can be treated as either an evaluative term or a non-evaluative term, depending on the nature of the thing it is ascribed to. As a non-evaluative term, integrity is not used in making value judgments but rather in stating a fact. Integrity becomes an evaluative term when the thing of integrity is a human being or a thing partly composed of human beings as members. For example, the performance of a bridge in supporting traffic vehicles without deformation in its shape can indicate the integrity of the bridge. In such a case, the term ‘integrity’ portrays the inner interconnectedness and the functioning of the thing, but it amounts to nothing more than just stating a fact. The well functioning of the thing necessarily expresses the interconnectedness of its parts or the identity of the thing which is naturally predetermined. A bridge that has no integrity will fail to function as a real bridge and no more be a bridge.

When a human being is the thing of integrity, value judgment is involved. This is explainable by the fact that the identity of a human being is not predetermined, but dependent on the ideals or the projects of life with which he chooses to identify himself. A human being has no choice but to choose what he wants to be and to do, and to act on his choice. As the act of choosing is necessary for a human being, there is no necessary connection between the identity and the actions that one would ultimately perform, for both are subject of one’s choice. The actions one performs may not express one’s identity, and the ideals being chosen may not lead to an identity that one is supposed to have. Integrity is not achieved through fulfilling the laws of nature but actively pursued through value judgments. One ought to make particular choices and to act on his choices for there is more of value in virtue of integrity to be gained by his choices. Thus, integrity can justify actions or choices, or in other words it is evaluative. When a human being is a part of the thing to which integrity is to be ascribed, such as a management team, a corporation, a state, and an ecosystem, integrity remains evaluative. The inclusion of a human being in the thing to which integrity is to be ascribed makes integrity evaluative.

The area of concern for us is integrity that is attributed to a person or an organization. What makes integrity of a person or integrity of an organization important is that it deals with morality. For morality is concerned with actions that are believed to be good for the agents by virtue of their being humans, while no person can escape being a human, necessarily, a person of integrity is expected to act morally. Yet, for a person of integrity, what it is to act in a certain way depends on his own judgment as to whether it fits into his sense of self-identity. Therefore, there are two aspects of integrity when it is ascribed to a person, and similarly to a human organization: first, that integrity is associated with how the individual builds his self-identity; and second, that integrity is related to how the individual is acting morally. The true sense of integrity calls for both aspects inseparably, i.e. integrity involves a self-governance for building and maintaining self-identity and moral actions as the expressions of self-identity. However, the most available accounts of integrity are reductive in the sense that they focus only on one aspect and ignore the other.

2. The Reductive Accounts: A Concern for Self Identity Only

Three accounts frequently mentioned in philosophical discussions (Calhoun, 1995) can be generally viewed as a class of accounts that maintain integrity as a matter of how one builds and maintains his or her self identity, namely the ‘integrated self’, the ‘identity’, and the ‘clean-hands’ pictures of integrity. The integrated-self picture reveals integrity in terms of how one evaluates, separates, rejects, endorses, and integrates competing desires into a single order and
thereby creates a unified self. On the identity picture, integrity is explained in terms of a person’s being true to his own character, that is, a person who has some ground projects and principles with which he is strongly identified. And on the clean-hands picture, integrity is associated with a person who maintains the purity of his own agency, a person who refuses to violate the principles and the ideals he endorsed. Although these accounts of integrity can capture some features of integrity, they are insufficient and may lead to something which is incompatible with integrity.

Gabriele Taylor (1985) argues for integrity in terms of a person whose choices and actions are consciously determined by his own endorsements. Her argument relies on the concept of person offered by Harry Frankfurt (1971), according to which the special characteristic of persons is to be found in the person’s will or the ability to form ‘second-order desires’. Second order desires are desires directed toward first order desires, whereas first order desires are desires simply to do or not to do one thing or another. Having the capacity to form second order desires means having the capacity to want certain first order desires to be effective and to reject the others. A person of integrity is not a ‘wanton’ who acts on whichever first-order desire happens to be the strongest, but he must evaluate his desires and decide to act on those desires with which he is strongly identified. To this extent, a person of integrity must be autonomous, sincere, consistent, non-ambivalent, and capable of reflective self-evaluation and of controlling his desires. Frankfurt (1987) describes such a person as a person who is ‘wholehearted’ about what he is doing. Integrity is seen as a matter of selecting and integrating desires or a matter of unifying the person’s will. But this interpretation of integrity seems insufficient to figure out the sort of persons who possess integrity. It is right that autonomy and sincerity should be the characteristics of persons who possess integrity, but persons of integrity do not necessarily need to form a rigid unity of the self by neatly unifying the will and thereby avoiding the conflicting aspects of the self. A certain degree of conflicts can be part of integrity, because the conflicts can be brought into a healthy state that ultimately transform one toward a more enriched and stronger self (Calhoun, 1995; Davion, 1990). Insisting on the unified will can lead to satisfaction, but satisfaction is more a form of self-indulgence than a sign of integrity. Integrity seems more complex than simply integrating one’s wills, desires, and actions.

If the integrated-self account relies on one’s unified will in building and maintaining self-identity, the identity account confines the self-identity by discriminating between desires and projecting them to something that one is standing for. In a critique of utilitarianism, Bernard Williams (1973) is explicitly concerned with such a form of integrity that, according to him, has no place in the utilitarian conception of negative responsibility. For Williams, integrity means fidelity to some ground projects with which one is most closely identified and from which one’s actions and decisions have to flow in order for one’s life to be meaningful. Similarly, Jeffrey Blustein (1991) argues for integrity in terms of persons who are faithful to their – so called – identity-conferring commitments. This account has intuitive appeal, for persons of integrity are indeed required to be true and faithful to their own identity. However, limiting the scope of integrity only to identity-conferring projects and identity-conferring commitments is counter-intuitive, because non-identity-conferring commitments seem to be important also for persons of integrity. Betraying or being self-deceived about one’s non-identity-conferring commitments can indicate a lack of integrity (Calhoun, 1995).

The clean-hands account of integrity attempts to underline the importance of how one’s self-identity has to remain uncorrupted in order for one to maintain one’s integrity. Such an uncorrupted identity calls for unconditional commitments or refusals to compromise on endorsed
commitments (McFall, 1987). Persons of integrity do not allow themselves to be bribed or cajoled at the expense of violating their identity-conferring commitments. But the clean-hands account of integrity seems not quite right. It is true that persons of integrity are not vulnerable in their (external) relationship with other people, but integrity cannot be simply derived from a rigid external relationship that shows persons allegedly possessing integrity maintain their inviolable identities. With regard to the identity-conferring-commitments, the orientation of the persons of integrity is rather internal than external, in the sense that they are rather particularly concerned with how the internal relationship between their commitments makes their identities remain intact in their external relationship with other people. The quality of the internal relationship is then reflected in the quality of the person’s judgment. Seemingly, the clean-hands account of integrity is more a testing complement of the other accounts than a separate account of integrity (Cox et al., 2003).

The common feature of those three reductive accounts of integrity is that they place only formal conditions upon the kind of person to which integrity can be ascribed, but do not place normative constraints on the elements under which such conditions are fulfilled. There is no constraint on the kinds of desires that constitutes the integrated self, the kinds of identity-conferring projects, and the kinds of unconditional commitments that one endorses. In effect, these accounts signify only one sense of integrity in which acting with integrity merely means acting on one’s own view rather than a morally justified view. Moral justification can only contingently coincide with one’s own view and the coincidence depends on one’s self-awareness and commitments as a moral agent. Therefore, these accounts cannot rule out a possible ascription of integrity to a genocidal Nazi who may have an integrated-self and identity conferring commitments though he is morally despicable. Integrity cannot always be praiseworthy. But shifting the emphasis of integrity only to a concern for morality would not solve the problems either, as I will now turn to show in the following section.

3. The Reductive Accounts: A Concern for Morality of Actions Only

The relation between integrity and the morality of actions is perceived differently by philosophers. Bernard Williams (1973, 1981) regards integrity as having no necessary connection with certain views of morality, for he persistently puts integrity in direct conflict with the impartial demands of morality, prescribed in Utilitarianism and Kantian deontology. Similarly, Gabriele Taylor (1985) holds that person of integrity need not be a morally good person. For them, no necessary association exists between integrity and morality. If there is any connection at all, for one cannot wholly ignore others, the connection must consist in the sense of respect for others who also have ground projects.

Different kind of connection between integrity and morality is proposed by Lynne McFall (1987). For McFall, the connection is rather supplemental or external in kind. In drawing the distinction between moral integrity and personal integrity, McFall argues that personal integrity is adherence to any set of one’s endorsed principles or commitments, whereas moral integrity is just adding a moral requirement to personal integrity. Accordingly, personal integrity is necessary and sufficient condition for one just to have integrity. If integrity has to be linked to morality, the agents’ moral self-conceptions should provide baseline constraints on the acceptability of moral requirements (Ashford, 2000).
However, taking the primacy of the agents’ moral self-conceptions over the acceptability of moral requirements can lead to moral subjectivism and relativism, according to which moral principles are created, rather than discovered, and are valid relative to individual choice and cultural norms. The implication is paradoxical because evil Nazis could be persons of integrity if they were able to retain their self-conception as morally decent according to the prevailing accepted norms of the Nazi society. Thus, either accepting no necessary association between integrity and morality or supplementing morality under the agents’ self conceptions in order for the agent to have integrity cannot rule out the possibility of an evil person being a person of integrity. This seems to suggest that the relation between integrity and morality must be intrinsic, and allow no possible dissociation between them. It is true that persons of integrity should not betray their self-identity but they cannot eschew the demands of morality for non-moral reasons. Persons of integrity are always expected to act morally when the circumstances demand them. Such an intrinsic relation can be interpreted in many different ways, but interpretations that give too much emphasis on the moral requirements, or that reduce integrity to the morality of the person’s actions would likely fail to capture the full sense of integrity.

Mark S. Haffon (1989) and Cheshire Calhoun (1995) see the intrinsic relation between integrity and morality in a formal way. In their views, integrity is closely connected with the agents’ moral deliberation and the actions in the light of it. Persons of integrity, according to Haffon, are committed to do what is best by imposing on themselves a moral point of view that is conceptually clear, logically consistent, and weighing all relevant empirical evidence and moral considerations. Whereas, according to Calhoun, what is best in the judgment of persons of integrity is one that matters, or ought to matter, to fellow deliberators. For Calhoun, persons of integrity have a proper regard for their own best judgment as a deliberator among deliberators, and properly give regard to the others’ best judgment while they are standing for their own best judgment. However, these views provide no substantive restriction on the content of what is best, and draw no clear demarcation between integrity and fanaticism over what the proper regard to one’s best judgment amounts to. Still, the agents’ moral self-conceptions take precedence over moral requirements. As a result, these views cannot completely rule out the possible case of an evil person coming to have integrity, though the case is highly unlikely to happen.

In order to avoid such a possibility, Elizabeth Ashford (2000) argues for a substantive constraint in respect to the intrinsic relation between integrity and morality. She argues that one’s self-conception has to be grounded in reality, viz. rather than constraining the acceptability of moral requirements, one’s self-conception has to be constrained by moral requirements. Ashford takes the primacy of moral requirements over the acceptability of the agents’ self-conceptions in what she called ‘objective integrity’. In order to have objective integrity, according to Ashford, the agents have to abide by their commitments to the moral obligations that they actually have in order to lead a morally decent life. This clearly suggests that integrity is only ascribed to a person with whom those who ascribe it are in moral agreement. But the ordinary ascription of integrity does not seem to presuppose unambiguous moral agreement. As Cox et al. (2001, 2003) correctly point out, we can regard someone as a person of integrity despite disagreeing substantially with his views on a certain moral issue, and conversely, we may claim a person as lacking in integrity despite the fact that we agree with him on many important matters. The moral concern in the ascription of integrity seems deeper than merely a conformance with the standard morality actually endorsed in society. Moreover, the emphasis on morality in the ascription of integrity tends to undermine the personal aspect of integrity. For integrity is concerned with agents and their own actions, not only their actions as such, abandoning the
emotional engagement of the agents can mean to a certain extent undermining the agents or the source of the actions.

In sum, the relation between integrity and morality seems to be intrinsic and substantial, but reducing integrity to the morality of the person’s actions deprives us of the sense of integrity in the ordinary use of the term. Integrity seems to have inextricably two elements: the personal element which is associated with what constitutes the self-identity of the agent, and the moral element that rules out the possibility of a grossly evil person being a person of integrity. The challenge is to find an account of integrity that is non-reductive and able to harmoniously integrate both elements and capture the true sense of wholeness.

4. The Aristotelian Full Account of Integrity

A non-reductive account of integrity should consider that, when it is ascribed to a person, integrity is a virtue that is always concerned with the relation between self-identity and actions. Integrity involves both a self-governance for building and maintaining self-identity, and moral actions as the expressions of self-identity. The self-governance for building and maintaining self-identity – the personal element – reflects the individual’s particularity and subjectivity in the sense of being conscious about where he stands, where he likes to be, and where he should go with the values in the light of which he acts and speaks. The morality of actions – the moral element – requires universality and objectivity, both of which should be largely explainable in terms of reasonableness in the evaluation of one’s judgment to act morally. As moral actions are parts of the expression of self-identity, both the personal and the moral elements are inseparably integrated and the sense of wholeness in integrity is preserved.

Such a non-reductive account of integrity can be developed within the framework of Aristotle’s ethics. For personal and moral elements can be integrated in the concept of eudaimonia in which the good life has two aspects: first, it is personally fulfilling, and second, it is one that we value most in our lives as human beings. To engage in the good life is to have personal self-fulfillment as well as to perform actions that are morally worthwhile. This Aristotelian account calls for two steps in understanding the integrity of individual person.

The first step to understand the integrity of an individual person is by thinking of the conditions in which the individual is really someone to whom we can refer as ‘a single one’, a single identity, despite the variety of life-contexts he lives in. The integrity of the individual is retained when in the various life-contexts he consistently exposes behaviors that reflect the kind of person he is. It is therefore mistaken, for example, to ascribe integrity to the individual who says that he believes in morality and yet he does not care about moral matters when he is engaged in economic life. For a person of integrity, the life in the economy and the life outside it are not two lives in different worlds, with completely different rules of engagement and ultimate ends. For if he regards them as two different lives in two different worlds, he basically surrenders himself to external influences and changes himself into a different kind of being, depending on the life-context he lives in. A person of integrity would regard his life in multiple contexts as one stream of life aimed at a single ultimate end, which, from the Aristotelian perspective, is the good life lived in the community. When he is engaged in economic life, a person of integrity would treat business as an action – or a practice in MacIntyre’s term (MacIntyre, 1984) – and turn it into a virtuous action, for the good life consists of virtuous actions. For him, business is inseparable from ethics, because business and all other activities
prevail in the same world and can provide him with a way to obtain the good life. Since every domain of life is directed towards obtaining the good life, the integrity of the individual person has an inextricable moral dimension.

The second step to understand the integrity of an individual person is by thinking about the process through which the individual coordinates what constitutes his self in a manner that would maintain his own behaviors as expressing the kind of person he is. As a human being, the individual has the capacity to choose what constitutes his self, conceptualize his self, and decide the actions to express it. But whatever the conception of the self the individual person ascribes to, it has to offer an answer to the question as to what it is to be a human being. From the Aristotelian perspective, the self is an expanded self, an inchoate self that, in seeking completeness and unity, expands its boundary. By identifying itself with the ideal states of the communities of which it is a member, the self defines itself in terms of the ideal communities and realizes itself only in the perspective of co-realization with the ideal communities. The self directs itself to the good life, as the purposes of the ideal communities are hierarchically defined with respect to the good life as the ultimate end. In the context of economic life, for example, the self identifies itself subsequently with the ideal state of the corporation, the market community and the larger whole community. For as the good life is realized within the framework of the larger whole community, while the market and the corporate communities are members of the larger whole community, the completeness and unity of the self can only be manifested if the self takes the right actions that are aimed at a co-realization of the ideal state of all these communities. Accordingly, not only do the right actions express the self and constitute the good life that the self aims at, but also bring about the wholeness and unity of the self. Thus, we can say that the integrity of the individual person has very much to do with the process by which the individual comes to the right actions, and carries with the right actions a sense of the wholeness of self.

In sum, a person of integrity should meet the conditions of those two steps of understanding. The first step is concerned with external conditions, which are relatively observable and highly related to the morality of actions and, therefore, are usually used as criteria for the ascription of integrity. The second step is concerned with internal condition, which is existential in nature, as it is related to the wholeness of self. By keeping the direction of his life to the good life, through expanding the boundary of his self to include the ideal communities and consistently taking up the right actions, a person of integrity deserves moral praise and has a wholeness of his existence as a human being. The morality of his actions is expressed in the rightness of the actions, because the right actions that he takes are aimed at the realization of the ideal state of the communities, in which the other persons who are members of the communities can obtain the goods arising from the actions. The wholeness of his self is manifested when he takes the right actions, because all the ideal communities constitutive of his self are, in the perspective, to be co-realized by the actions. Thus, from the Aristotelian perspective, the term ‘integrity’ when applied to a person consists of two connotations, ethical and existential, the morality of the person’s actions and the wholeness of the person’s self. Since both connotations emerge as a result of taking up the right actions, personal integrity (the integrity of a person) is associated with the person’s capacity to take the right actions.

In the case of economic life where there are several communities of which the individual can be a member, i.e. the corporation, the market community and the larger whole community respectively, while each community holds a different set of the socially shared values, a question may arise as to how the individual has to consider all the different sets of the socially shared
values in order to achieve integrity. From the Aristotelian perspective, the promotion of the values shared in the ideal state of the community and the right reason that proceeds from *phronesis* are two factors that make the right act right. Because *phronesis* refers to the good life as the single ultimate end, while the good life can only be lived in the context of the larger whole community, the promotion of the values shared in the larger whole community has to be taken as the first consideration before the promotion of the values shared in the market community and the corporation. And because *phronesis* is essentially concerned with the ‘mean’ relative to the individual with all his particularities, the promotion of the values shared in the larger whole community has to be done relative to the particularities of the individual. As a result, the right act must essentially lie in the individual’s endeavor of managing his particularities for the promotion of the values shared in the larger whole community. The right act represents the best way to manage something particular for the sake of something that is more commonly shared with others. If the corporation and the market community where the individual spends most of his life-time are subsequently regarded as the individual’s particularities, the right act can be seen as an act that simultaneously makes the individual contribute to the values shared in the corporation, the corporation contribute to the values shared in the market community, and the market community contribute to the values shared in the larger whole community. In such a case, the corporation is ideal as it aims at the ideal workings of the market community; the market community is ideal as it aims at the ideal workings of the larger whole community; and the larger whole community is ideal as its individual members can obtain the good life. Three social values, namely autonomy, friendship and justice are indispensable for individuals to obtain the good life because without individual’s autonomy there is no real good life to be attained, and without friendship and justice there are no prospective ideal communities from which the good life is to be attained. In sum, the right act of integrity is one that contributes to the realization of the ideal state of all these communities. Through the right acts, the individual economic agent who possesses integrity obtains the good life from economic activities in the corporation and the market community. Through the right acts, he reveals himself as a good economic agent as well as a good man.

It is important to emphasize, however, that the promotion of the socially shared values, constitutive of the right act, does not subvert the vitality of the particularities. The vitality of the particularities can sometimes be very crucial to defend, because without the vitality of the particularities the promotion of the socially shared values may never proceed. In some cases, defending the particularities temporarily at the expense of some socially shared values can be part of the right act if by so doing the individual would ultimately bring the best promotion for the socially shared values. A good business executive, for example, may in the process have to defend at some social cost the existence of the corporation in the corrupt market community, while he is projecting the prospect as to how eventually the corporation can contribute to the improvement of the morality of the market community and the promotion of the values shared in the larger whole community. There is a sense of ‘urgency’ in defending the vitality of the particularities, but this vitality should never be treated as the only end constitutive of the right act. The ultimate end of the right act is the promotion of the values shared in the larger whole community. All the processes and elements that constitute the right act have to be placed in the framework of the promotion of the values shared in the larger whole community and the realization of the ideal state of the larger whole community.

Since every individual has different particularities, there can be many possible right acts for each particular circumstance. Nevertheless, two considerations should prevent the individual
from arbitrarily claiming that a certain act is right. These two considerations make any right act remain reasonable. First, though the right act is the ‘mean’ relative to the individual with all his particularities, the individual must always be ready to objectify his particularities and make his choice, with regard to his particularities, explainable to the others. As such, whoever has exactly the same particularities and takes the position of the individual in his particular circumstance would most likely make the same choice. Secondly, by taking the promotion of the values shared in the larger whole community as the ultimate end, the individual must always be ready to ensure that his choice would ultimately lead to the best promotion for the values shared in the larger whole community, though by his choice he should let the others who are more expert take a bigger role. With these two considerations, the individual cannot hide behind his particularities to shirk from a better chance to promote the socially shared values, nor can he use the promotion of the socially shared values as a reason to blur his particularities and to take advantage of it for himself. With regard to the realization of the ideal state of the communities of which the individual is a member, the individual cannot use his particularities as an excuse to defer his contribution when a chance comes up, nor can he take and control every role that he has no expertise for the sake of what he claims to be the realization of the ideal communities. An individual who possesses integrity would earnestly manage all his particularities in a way that would bring him to take the act that is just right for the realization of the ideal communities, because the ideal communities are, in a sense, parts of his expanded self.

Integrity indeed involves the wholeness and unity of the self, but the wholeness and unity of the self can only be manifested in the right actions. For the self is an expanded self that in a sense includes the ideal state of the communities of which the individual is a member, the right actions are actions that contribute to the realization of the ideal communities. A person of integrity is thus a person who, by managing all his particularities, has come to possess the reliable dispositions to contribute to the realization of the ideal communities. When integrity is interpreted as ‘being true to one’s self’, it connotes a message that a person of integrity would show, not simply the fact that he truly possesses all his particularities, but how the performance of his particularities contributes to the realization of the ideal communities. He would show his obedience and loyalty to the rules and practices that define his job (profession) in the corporation, because he thinks that those rules and practices are parts of the way the ideal corporation should work. He might refuse the unethical orders of his erring superior because such orders hinder the realization of the ideal corporation, the ideal market community and the ideal larger whole community. Though he is steadfast and committed to some principles, he is ready to reassess his commitments when demanded by the realization of the ideal communities or to make a compromise when compromises are parts of the way the ideal communities are to be realized. Honesty and openness are crucial components of his integrity, because without both, he might mislead other people and undermine their autonomy for making the right actions and therefore hinder the realization of the ideal communities. Yet, lying or refusing to disclose the requested information is not something impossible for him to do, and in some cases is even obligatory, if it is gravely demanded to secure the only chance for the realization of the ideal communities. His persistence in pursuing the right decisions and actions indicates that he has a reflective character, but it is immediately clear that he is also affectionate, compassionate and generous in his emotional relationship with other people because these traits go along with friendship that is indispensable for the realization of the ideal communities. Sincerity is also part of his character, for when he chooses the right action, he chooses it only for its own sake. Since he is concerned with the performance of his own particularities for the promotion of the values
commonly shared with other people in the ideal state of the communities, his character is in stark contrast to the ‘chameleon’ and the opportunist; the former tends to blur his own particularities by changing his ‘color’ merely in order to match the situation, and the latter always tries to use the situation and take the benefits only for himself. He is certainly not a hypocrite who uses his particularities to deceive not only other people but also himself. By nature, he has courage to strive for the realization of the ideal communities, since the ideal communities are parts of his expanded self. A person of integrity has indeed the reliable dispositions to promote the values commonly shared with other people and to contribute to the realization of the ideal communities, and for this reason, he is really a trustworthy person.

Because the realization of the ideal communities is the main motive of the person of integrity when taking his decisions and actions, we can infer that the integrity of the individual person must have already presupposed the integrity of the communities of which he is a member. It is true that the integrity of the individual person does not depend on whether the communities of which he is a member possess integrity, but he cannot possess integrity without presupposing the ideal communities which he wishes to realize. The ideal communities should be, in a sense, deeply embedded as parts of his expanded self. He should internalize the ideal relationships in the communities of which he is a member and should strive to realize them if he is to possess integrity. In other words, he should strive to contribute to the integrity of the communities of which he is a member if he is to possess integrity. The problem of the integrity of the communities brings us to the idea of institutional integrity, e.g. management integrity, corporate integrity and market integrity.

5. Corporate and Management Integrity

From the Aristotelian perspective, institutional integrity is defined with reference to the integrity of the community or interpreting it as a reflection of the ideal community. This definition has at least two important implications. First, institutional integrity cannot be simply attributed to an entity that has the framework of relationships, rules, systems and processes by which the performances of individuals are valued only in terms of satisfying its preset objectives. This particularly applies to a corporation and a market. For as a community, the corporation and the market are neither a machinelike entity nor an organic unity rigorously built by subverting individuals for the sake of the achievement of certain objectives, whatever the objectives are. Secondly, since the community does not subvert its individual members, institutional integrity has to be seen as being simultaneously concerned with two inseparable constituents of community, namely (1) the individual members and (2) their relationships, common goals and values that bring them together and make them behave in certain manners. What matters most in corporate integrity and market integrity is that the individuals should treat the corporation and the market of which they are members as moral entities and make them participate in the realization of the ideal state of the larger whole community. The concern is not only whether the actions attributed to the corporation and the market are right, but also and mainly how the individual members rightly participate in the project of the right actions. The individual members are the sources of the right actions and are the ones who would define and benefit from the end of the right actions (the good life). That is, in other words, to say that the integrity of the corporation and the integrity of the market depend largely on the integrity of their members. Accordingly, in order to possess integrity, the corporation and the market should enable the
individual members to develop and exercise virtues (the virtue of integrity) and thereby to obtain the good life.

Marvin T. Brown (2005) explores the issue of corporate integrity from a civic perspective and appeals to Aristotle’s ethics for justification. The civic perspective relies largely on the theory of corporate citizenship in which corporations are seen as members belonging to the civil society and thus having relationships with the other civic agencies and sharing the common civic values. For Brown, corporate integrity is understood in terms of integrating multiple relationships in that individuals are seen as parts of the relationships constitutive of the corporation, while the corporation is seen as part of the relationships which constitute the larger civic and natural communities. The challenge is then to develop the right relationships that make one part fit with the other parts, by analyzing, evaluating and designing the communication patterns (verbal and nonverbal) between those parts, in respect to each of five dimensions of corporate life: interpersonal, organizational, social (civic), cultural, and environmental. But Brown’s emphasis on the relationships inside and outside of the corporation, reducing individuals into something explainable in terms of relationships, seems to deprive individuals of their essential roles in the communities. He overlooks the fact that a community is constituted of both the individual members and the relationships that they construct and reconstruct, viz. not only the relationships which, as he believes, the individual members must ‘belong to’. Thus, Brown’s concept of corporate integrity is defective. For ignoring individuals while emphasizing too strongly the civic relationships in the pursuit of corporate integrity can lead to at least two problems, the solutions of which can only make sense if individuals are recognized as having the autonomy to make the right decisions and actions. First, the pressure arising from the civic relationships can lead to the omission of the goal of business (making a profit) in favor of the goal of the civic activities, such as public education, humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, and other philanthropic activities. This kind of omission impairs the vitality of the corporations and the vitality of the market system, and thus can end up with a state that is contradictory to the common notion of a thing possessing integrity (Terry, 2003). In order to avoid such an omission, the goal of business and the goals of the civic activities have to appeal to the good life (happiness) as the ultimate end, for then the making of a profit can remain the defining characteristics of business. However, since the good life consists in the right actions of individuals, which are essentially the means ‘relative to them’, there will be no way to obtain the good life unless individuals have the autonomy to make the right decisions and actions. Therefore, individuals and their autonomy are indispensable in the pursuit of and to the notion of corporate integrity. Secondly, if corporate integrity is reduced to the integration of relationships, there is no ideal state at which the corporation should aim, except that which is defined and designed collectively by the community or by those who represent, or pretend to represent, the community. Suppose the actual community is totally corrupt. It seems hard to accept the claim that the corporations whose activities consistently follow the widespread habit of corruption possess integrity. In such a community, integrity should only be ascribed to the corporation which takes every opportunity, without ruining its nature as a business institution, to improve the corrupt society. The improvement is only possible if individuals can exert their autonomy to raise questions and disagreements, to make the right judgments and decisions, and to take the right actions.

Thus, defining and developing corporate integrity seems to make sense only if it appeals to the good life as the ultimate end. Since the good life, which consists in the individuals’ right decisions and actions, can only be lived in the context of the larger whole community, corporate
integrity must be concerned with the activities that would contribute ultimately to the realization of the ideal state of the larger whole community. We can say that corporate integrity is a corporate virtue manifested in the disposition of the corporation which possesses it to produce the right corporate activities that ultimately lead individuals, outside and inside the corporation, to make the right decisions and actions. In effect, though it is true that good corporate structures and culture, or good ‘communication patterns’ in Brown’s words, are essential for bringing corporate activities into the right path, corporate activities can only be said to be right, with respect to corporate integrity, if they come out of the right judgments, decisions and actions that individuals make in the corporation. The disposition of the corporation to produce the right corporate activities is therefore a result of the dispositions of the individuals who are in charge in the operation of the corporation and particularly those in the management structure of the corporation. Accordingly, we can say that a corporate structure and culture is not good enough if it cannot support the development of the individuals who live in it and give them a positive motivational influence to make the right decisions and actions. But conversely, it is also not good for an individual to work in a certain corporation whose ongoing corporate structure and culture and its transformation are not ones within which he can live and make his contribution, even though that corporate structure and culture are likely to promote the right corporate activities. There should be an interplay between the development of good individuals and the transformation of the good corporate structure and culture, the result of which is expected to engender both the corporation of integrity and the persons of integrity living in it. The interplay has to be taken into account when we design the good corporate structure and culture for developing corporate integrity.

Another sort of interplay should also prevail between the transformation of the good corporate structure and culture and the structure and culture outside of the corporation. This external kind of interplay should ensure that the right corporate activities brought under the good corporate structure and culture truly encourage individuals outside of the corporation, those who are directly and indirectly affected by the operation of the corporation, to make the right decisions and actions. Together with the internal kind of interplay described earlier, the external interplay paves the way for the corporation to establish its corporate identity and character that is potentially acceptable and commendable in the public view, without necessarily confounding the status of the corporation as a private institution with public institutions. We can then say that corporate integrity is an expression of the good corporate identity and character. Following the working conceptualization of integrity proposed by Suresh Srivastava and David L. Cooperrider (1988), we can describe the process of development of corporate integrity in terms of four aspects, namely, interactional, dialogical, directional and consequential. It involves the interaction between one individual and the others in a community and between one community and the other communities within the larger whole community, transforms the interaction into emphatic communication and participation in the direction of the larger whole community, and creates harmony, solidarity and coordinated unity among different units. With regard to the good corporate identity and character, corporate integrity that expresses it reflects the corporation’s best competency in serving the market and subsequently in contributing to the realization of the ideal state of the larger whole community. Similar to the case in which the right action of the individual is the mean relative to the individual and his process of habituation, the right corporate activity is the mean relative to the best competency of the corporation. Accordingly, the corporation that avoids establishing its best competency or, for profit reason, denies its best competency in its own activities would likely lack integrity. In practice, establishing the best
competency of corporation and thereby developing corporate integrity are not a matter of following a single method that is applicable for every corporation, because many particularities that a corporation has in its possession may have to be considered. In any case, when developing corporate integrity, we should appeal to the good life as the ultimate end, and take into account the internal and external interplay in the process.

The management has a strategic position in building corporate integrity, because it has two roles in its position in the corporation (Goodpaster, 1982). First, it manages the external relationships between the organization as a whole and the wider social and natural environment. Second, it manages the internal environment of the organization. The dual role of management points to its leadership in the corporation with respect to building corporate integrity. With the power at hand, the management has responsibility to develop the corporation and turn it into possessing a high level of integrity. The policies, decisions and actions taken by the management on behalf of the corporation should provide spaces for employees’ participation for developing their personal integrity and contribute to creating external environment that is conducive for each party in the market and in the larger whole community, who can affect or is affected directly or indirectly by the corporation, to take the right decisions and actions. In the Aristotelian perspective, management integrity is then a virtue that disposes the management that possesses it to take right decisions and actions that would contribute to the realization of the ideal states of the corporation it manages, the market, and the larger whole community. Not only does management integrity promote corporate integrity, but it also promotes personal integrity development among individuals who work for the corporation. Such a full account of management integrity is built under the auspices of Aristotelian ethics. The account will be useful for managers in managing moral complexities in the Asia Pacific Region.
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